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Overview

Metro and pesticides

IPM strategy

Grow Smart Grow Safe & Backyard 
certification

Pesticide-free pledges and other resources

Pesticide-free gardening tips
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What is Metro?

Regional government

Working with communities

Creating a vibrant and 
sustainable region for all
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Metro pesticide reduction and 
natural gardening education

Metro manages region’s household 
hazardous waste

Pesticides among most toxic, expensive 
($600k/yr) and copious (270,000 lbs/yr)

Natural gardening program helps residents 
reduce use
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Who uses pesticides? Survey 
says…*

About 2/3 of area residents use one or more 
chemical products on their lawn or garden

36% of residents use Round Up – 48% Adults 55+, 42% Hispanics, 49% Republicans

39% use Weed and Feed - 52% Adults 55+, 54% people with income $50-$75

32% use chemical insect killer

36% use organic or less toxic products – 46% people with incomes $75+, 

40% women, 40% Democrats

Chemical product use is 15-20% more likely in Washington and 
Clackamas counties.
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Who uses pesticides? Survey 
says…*

78% of Residents think having a chemically-
free lawn or garden is at least somewhat 
important

Most important to women (87%) vs. men (69%)

Democrats (85%) vs. Republicans (68%)

Adults 55+ are the least likely to think it’s “very important”

29% in Clackamas County say not very or not at all important
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Let’s keep it real…
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Appropriate use of pesticides?

Pesticides largely not necessary in home gardens 

except in special situations (e.g.: invasive weeds)

It’s tricky to not harm resident plants and visiting 

wildlife, and to avoid risks to people, pets and 
waterways

If used, get a microscope and budget plenty of 

time to read the label and follow!
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Use IPM strategy

Integrated Pest Management – say what? 

…It’s all about managing actual pest 
problems with the least collateral damage.

Decision-making process

Toolkit of methods integrated                        
to achieve success
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Keys step to IPM strategy

1. Focus on prevention and 

cultural methods (design problems 
away)

2. Identify pests and learn 

damage potentials and life cycles

3. Examine your goals and 

tolerances (do you need to do 
anything?)
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Keys step to IPM strategy

4. Consider efficacy, cost, & risk 
of physical, biological and chemical 
methods (and only use chemicals if 
needed)

5. Monitor results to inform future
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Bottom line of IPM strategy?

Focus on prevention

Know your “pests”

Use pesticides only if 
needed
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If you do use pesticides

Follow label 
directions

protect yourself 

and minimize 
exposure to 
others, to wildlife 
and water ways 
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Use GrowSmartGrowSafe.org 

Learn which pesticides are least hazardous
and which are allowed at each certification level

A project of Thurston County and Washington Department of Ecology, with Metro and King County 
initial support
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Use GrowSmartGrowSafe.org 
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GSGS overall hazard rankings

What defines “Green Zone” “Yellow Zone” “Red Zone”?

Green Zone

Yellow Zone

Red Zone
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GSGS hazard categories

Human: carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, 

reproductive toxicity, developmental toxicity, risk 
from short- or long-term exposures. 

Pet and Wildlife: toxicity to pets and 

wildlife from potential 
exposures following labeled uses 

Aquatic Life: short- or long- term exposures 

to fish or other organisms from labeled uses

Water Pollution: combined hazards of 

mobility and persistence
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Grow Smart, Grow Safe and 
Backyard Certification

Platinum

No use of RED or YELLOW zone 
chemicals. Always use IPM strategy. 
Take Metro No Pesticides Pledge. 

Gold

No use of RED or YELLOW zone 
chemicals. Always use IPM strategy.

Silver 
No use of RED zone chemicals. Use 
YELLOW zone chemicals only as part of an 
IPM strategy.
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A note about Glyphosate

A post-emergent, systemic, nonselective herbicide; trade names 

include RoundUp™

Now in GrowSmartGrowSave.org “Red Zone”

Probably carcinogenic to humans International Agency for 
Research on Cancer (IARC)

EPA and EU assessments disagree with IARC

Remains an important tool in the control of invasive weeds in our 
local natural areas

Triclopyr is a GSGS “yellow zone” alternative for broadleaf invasive 
plants
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Pesticides of highest concern

Most rodenticides difethialone, bromethalin, 

bromadiolone

Many insecticides especially carbaryl, 

malathion, permethrin, indoor bug bombs, and 
neonicotinoids

Many fungicides e.g. chlorothalonil

Most weed and feed e.g. 2,4-D 

Some herbicides e.g. trifluralin, a selective 

herbicide
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Thurston County pesticide reviews
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Thurston chemical review PDFs



Risks to pollinators

Photo: Kathy Shearin
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The Challenge We Face…

Neonicotinoid insecticides:

Less toxic to mammals than some other 
insecticides and considered reduced risk…

Most widely used insecticides in the world

However…

Can be persistent over time in plants and 
soil

Even tiny doses have an effect

Prophylactic use, without IPM, is the norm 
in many crops
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Impacts of Neonicotinoids: 
Not just bees

Also impacting other beneficial 
insects

Neonicotinoid sprays are lethal on contact to 
parasitoid wasps and predators

Contaminated nectar reduces survivorship of lady 
beetles and lacewings

Consumption of corn rootworm eggs sprayed with 
imidacloprid increased mortality of minute pirate 
bugs

Residues in soil are harmful to ground beetles and 
rove beetles
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Neonicotinoids for 
ornamental plants

Also used on ornamental 
plants and lawns

Level of application is much greater than 
on crops (up to 120x), which increases the 
risk to pollinators
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How can clients take the
pledge?

In person (when pledge facilitator has ladybug signs)

Online oregonmetro.gov/tools-living/yard-and-garden/garden-pledge

By mail
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Pesticide free gardening tips

Build better soil

Plant right for 
your site

Water wisely

Use tools, not 
toxics
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Let nature feed your soil
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Fertilize only if necessary
…and stick with slow release
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Plant right for your site        
…to avoid a fight

Match your plants to the soil, sun and 

moisture of your site

Group plants of similar needs

Add some natives and habitat

Grow food
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Water wisely
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Use tools, not toxics
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Never pull and run. 
Always overseed (or plant, or mulch).
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Let birds eat your bugs
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Let bugs eat your slugs
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GrowSmartGrowSafe.org

Helping people understand risks of pesticides

A project of Thurston County and Washington Ecology, with Metro and 
King County initial support
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Feel free to hand out Metro pubs
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oregonmetro.gov/garden
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extension.oregonstate.edu/mg/metro
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ipm.ucanr.edu
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xerces.org/bringbackthepollinators
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SolvePestProblems.org

Under development by OSU with support from dozens 

of agencies and organizations in our region and across state. 
Planned initial launch in June, 2019
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OregonFlora.org to launch new 
gardening portal this year!



Oregon Zoo
Wildlife
Garden
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Oregon Zoo Wildlife Garden
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Oregon Zoo Wildlife Garden
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Oregon Zoo Wildlife Garden



Thank you! 

for your commitment to community education

for promoting habitat gardening

for helping residents reduce unnecessary pesticide use

Together we’re making our region GREAT!


